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INSPECTION POLICIES:
COMPARISONS AND MODIFICATIONS (*)
by Naoto

KAIO

(l) and Shunji

OSAKI

(2)

Abstract. — In this paper, we discuss: (1) Comparisons between optimum and nearly optimum
inspection policies: (2) Inpection policies for modified inspection models. In Section 2, we numerically
compare the optimum inspection policy by Barlow et al. with the nearly optimum ones by Kaio and
Osaki, Munford and Shahani, and Nakagawa and Yasui, assuming a gamma lifetime distribution. In
Section 3, we treat a modified inspection model taking account oftwo kinds of imperfect inspection
probabilities, obtain the structure of the optimum inspection policy, and discuss the optimum policy
minimizing the total expected cost up to the détection of the failure. The numerical examples are
presented. In Section 4, we consider another modified inspection model with imperfect inspection
probability and checking time. We obtain the nearly optimum inspection policy which minimizes
the nearly total expected cost up to the détection of the failure.
Keywords : Optimum inspection policy, nearly optimum inspection policy, comparison, modified inspection model, imperfect inspection probability.
Résumé. — Dans cet article, nous traitons des points suivant : 1) comparaisons entre politiques
optimales et politiques approximativement optimales; 2) politiques d'inspection pour les modèles
d'inspection modifiés. Dans la section 2, nous comparons numériquement la politique d'inspection
optimale de Barlow avec les politiques approxivement optimales de Osaki, Munford et Shahani,
d'une partt et de Nakagawa et Yasui, d'autre part, en supposant une loi gamma. Dans la
section 3, nous traitons un modèle d'inspection modifié prenant en compte deux sortes de probabilité
d'inspection imparfaite. Nous obtenons la structure de la politique d'inspection optimale, et discutons
de la politique optimale minimisant le coût total moyen jusqu'à la détection de la panne. Des
exemples numériques sont présentés. Dans la section 4, nous considérons un autre modèle d?inspection modifié avec des probabilités et des temps de vérifications imparfaits. Nous obtenons les coûts
moyens approximatifs jusqu'à la détection de la panne.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a System whose failure can be revealed only by inspection executed at
spécifie time séquences, we must apply the most effective inspection procedure
to detect the System failure. If we exécute frequent inspections to detect the
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failure as soon as possible, we must suffer much cost for inspection. Conversely, if we make infrequent inspections to decrease cost for inspection, we
must suffer much cost for System down because of its longer interval. We
must obtain the inspection procedure which balances costs for inspection and
system down, i. e., the optimum inspection policy which minimizes the total
expected cost composed of costs for inspection and system down. Based on
this point of view, several papers for inspection policies have been published
[1-10].
In these inspection policies, the inspection policy obtained by Barlow et
al. [1, 2] is the most famous. They have discussed the optimum inspection
policy in the following model: A one-unit system is considered, which obeys
an arbitrary lifetime distribution F(t) with a pdf (probability density function)
/(t). The system begins operating at time 0, and the planning horizon is
infinité. The system failure is detected only by inspection. The system is
inspected at prespecified times tk(k = l, 2, 3, ...), where each inspection is
executed perfectly and instantaneously and does not cause the détérioration
or the failure of the system. The policy continues until the system failure is
detected by any inspection. The system is not repaired or replaced by a new
unit, i. e. the system is not renewed and the policy terminâtes, when the
system failure is detected. The two costs considered are the inspection cost cc
per each inspection and the cost of system down time kf per unit time. Then,
the total expected cost up to the détection of the failure is;
CB= I

[ce(k + l) + kf(tk+1-t)]dF(t).

(1.1)

Barlow et al [1, 2] have obtained the algorithm to seek the optimum inspection time séquence which minimizes the total expected cost in équation (1.1)
by using the récurrence formula;
(1.2)
where f(t) is a PF2 (Pólya frequency function of order 2) with f(t + A)/f(t)
strictly decreasing for t^O, A>0 and with ƒ(£)>() for £>0, and to = 0. The
alforithm is as follows:
begin
choose t1 to satisfy cc = kf

f'i

F(t)dt;

Jo

repeat
compute t2, 13, ... recursively using équation (1.2);
if any tk + 1 — t
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then reduce r t ;
if any ft+1 — tk<Q
then increase tt;
until £i<t 2 <... are determined to the degree of aeeuracy required
end;

However, this algorithm by Barlow et al is complicated to be executed,
because one must apply trial and error to décide the first inspection time tx
and the assumption to f(t) is really strong* To overcome these difficultés,
some improved procédures to obtain the nearly optimum inspection policy
have been proposed [3-8]. For example, Keiler [3] proposed the nearly optimum inspection policy introducing a smooth density which présents the
number of inspections per unit time. Further, Kaio and Osaki [4] have
developed Keller's method using the smooth density, which is called inspection
density, and obtained the more analytically exact nearly optimum inspection
policy. Munford and Shahani [5] have obtained the nearly optimum inspection
policy assuming that the probability of the failure occurence between the
successive inspections is constant. Nakagawa and Yasui [8] have proposed
an improved method based on Barlow et aV$ one [1, 2] and obtained the
nearly optimum inspection policy in which the successive inspection times
are computed backward assuming that an appropriate inspection time is
previously given after a large number of inspections.
Several modifications to Barlow et aU$ model [1, 2] have been proposed
[4, 9S 10]. For example, inspection model where the System may be incapable
of detecting its failure due to imperfect inspection has been considered [4, 9].
Kaio and Osaki [4] have considered the inspection model with checking time.
Wattanapanom and Shaw [10] have discussed the inspection model in which
the System détériorâtes by each inspection.
In this paper, we discuss: (1) Comparisons between optimum and nearly
optimum inspection policies: (2) Inspection policies for modified inspection
models. In Section 2, we numerically compare the optimum inspection policy
by Barlow et al [1, 2] with nearly optimum ones by Kaio and Osaki [4],
Munford and Shahani [5], and Nakagawa and Yasui [8], assuming a gamma
lifetime distribution. In Section 3, we treat a modified inspection model taking
account of two kinds of imperfect inspection probabilities, and obtain the
structure of the optimum inspection policy, and discuss the optimum policy
minimizing the total expected cost up to the détection of the failure. The
numerical examples are presented. In section 4, we consider second modified
inspection model with imperfect inspection probability and checking time.
We obtain the nearly optimum inspection policy which minimizes the nearly
total expected cost up to the détection of the failure,
vol 22, n° 4, 1988
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2. COMPARISONS BETWEEN OPTIMUM AND NEARLY OPTIMUM INSPECTION
POLICIES

In this section, we numerically compare the optimum inspection policy by
Barlow et ah [1, 2] with nearly optimum ones by Kaio and Osaki [4], Munford
and Shahani [5], and Nakagawa and Yasui [8], assuming a gamma lifetime
distribution. We déclare that there are not significant différences among the
optimum and nearly optimum inspection policies and we should apply a
handy inspection policy such as by Kaio and Osaki [4] irrespective of optimum
and nearly optimum ones.

2.1. Review on three nearly optimum inspection policies
The nearly optimum inspection policies proposed by Kaio and Osaki [4],
Munford and Shahani [5], and Nakagawa and Yasui [8] are reviewed. The
inspection model and notation used in each policy foliow Barlow et aZ.'s ones
in Section 1. For details, see each contribution.
2.1.1. Nearly optimum inspection policy by Kaio and Osaki {KSL O policy)
Let us introducé the inspection density at time t, n(t)9 which is a smooth
function and dénotes the approximate number of inspections per unit time
at time t. Then, the nearly total expected cost up to the détection of the
failure is;

o

n(t)F(t)dt + kff f"
f" \/[2n
\/[2n(t)]dF(t),
JJo

(2.1)

where ¥ = 1 — *¥, in gênerai. The density n(t) which minimizes the functional
Cn(n(t)) in équation (2.1) is;
(2.2)

where kc = kf/(2 cc), and r(t)=f(t)/F(t);

a failure rate.

The inspection times tk(k — 1, 2, 3S ...) satisfy;
k= \n(t)dt;

/e = 1,2, 3, ....

(2.3)

Jo
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Substituting n(t) in équation (2.2) into équation (2.3) yields the nearly optimum inspection time séquence.
For details, see Kaio and Osaki [4], Note that any assumption for the pdf
ƒ(() does not exist.
2.1.2. Nearly optimum inspection policy by Munford and Shahani (M & S
policy)
Put
[FitJ-Ffa-Jl/F&^p;

k = h 2, 3, ...;

0<p<l.

(2.4)

Then, the inspection times tk(k~l, 2, 3, ...) are;
t^F-^l-p);

£=1,2,3,...,

(2.5)

where the probability p is chosen such that the nearly total expected cost up
to the détection of the failure, Cp (p% is minimized;
Cp(p)=eJp + k/[ £ t » ^ " 1 / » «/(O*.
„*=i
Jo
/

(2.6)

Àny assumption for the pdff(t) does not exist. For details, see Munford and
Shahani [5]5 and further Munford and Shahani [6] for the case of Weibull
distribution and Tadikamalla [7] for the gamma one.
2,1.3. Nearly optimum inspection policy by Nakagawa and Yasui (N & Y
policy)
This procedure is based on one by Barlow et al [ls 2]. If the pdf ƒ (t) is a
PF29 the following algorithm is obtained:
begin
choose à approprîately for 0<d<cJkf;
détermine tn after sufficient time has elapsed to
give the degree of aecuraey required;
compute tn_1 to satisfy

ilFiùH
repeat
compute t r t _2>£ B -3>... recursively using équation (L2);
until t f <0 or ti+x — ti>ti
end;

For details, see Nakagawa and Yasui [8],
vol 22, n° 4, 1988
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2.2. Numerical comparisons and remarks
We numerically compare the optimum inspection policy by Barlow et al
[1, 2] (B policy in the following) with nearly optimum ones; K & O, M & S
and N & Y policies, assuming a gamma lifetime distribution. For the following
numerical examples, when F(t JV )^99.9% for the first time, the inspection
time tN is the final one. Each total expected cost is obtained from CB in
équation (1.1).
We discuss the case that the lifetime distribution is a gamma one;
F(0 = | exp(-Xx) X(Xx)m-l/r(m)dx;

X, m >0;

Jo

where T(m) is the gamma function.

(2.7)

TABLE I

Optimum and nearly opti
optimum inspection policies, their total expected costs and the sum of relative

errors (F(t)=
= ffee x p C ^ T ^ V c r ^ / r C m ) ^ , cc = 20, kf=\, X,=0.01 and m = 2).
Jo
J
K&O
policy

M&S
policy

N& Y
policy
(<f=10)

122.941
199.718
270.202
337.649
403.257
467.617
531.071
593.836
656.062
717.861
779.321
840.526
901.562
962.535
_
-

113.923
195393
271.101
343.966
415.095
485.050
554143
622.576
690.489
757.978
825.116
891.958
958.547
_

130.713
206.099
272.970
335.607
395.628
453.846
510.737
566.602
621.649
676.026
729.844
783.186
836.119
888.695
940.959
-

126.167
202.523
272.789
340.051
405.444
469.502
532.487
594.490
655.449
715.117
772.983
828.133
879.044
923341
_
-

B policy

h

h

U
h
U
h
h
t9

ho
hi
*12

122.889
199.605
269.993
337.286
402.639
466.578
529.325
590.900
651.119
709.529
765.285
816.956
862.282
898.005
920.038
924.379

hs
he
Total expected cost
95.1056

95.2103

95.5383

95.3855

95.1314

Sum of relative errors;
for total expected cost ( x HT 8 )
0
110 088

1

454 968

294 304

27 127.7

for inspection time séquence ( x 10 ~6)
0
198 808

699 366

476 718

171 048

(*) This is the sum of the relative errors from tt to ti4.
(2) This is the sum of the relative errors from tx to tiy
(3) This is the sum of the relative errors from tt to t15.
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In Table I» we present the numerical results with ^ = 2 0 , kf = 1, X=0,01 and
m = 2, including B, K & O, M & S and N & Y policies. In B policy, Barlow
et aU$ algorithm can give several optimum inspection time séquences since
tN is the final inspection time when F (£^^99.9% for the first time. We
present the two results with the smallest ti and the largest one, where we
regard the former policy as the optimum one since its total expected cost is
the smallest among several numerical results. From Table I, we conclude that
N & Y policy is relatively better than K & O and M & S ones, but there are
not significant différences among the optimum and nearly optimum inspection
policies, and thus we should apply a handy inspection policy such as by Kaio
and Osaki [4] irrespective of optimum and nearly optimum ones.
There are the following merits when we use K & O policy:
(i) We can obtain the nearly optimum inspection policy uniquely, immediately and easily from équations (2.2) and (2.3) for any distributions, whereas
B and N & Y policies cannot treat non-PF 2 distributions.
(ii) We can analyze the more complieated models and easily obtain their
nearly optimum inspection policies (e. g., see Kaio and Osaki [4] and Section
4).
3. INSPECTION POLICY WITH TWO KINDS OF IMPERFECT INSPECTION PROBABILITES

In this section, we discuss a modified inspection model with the following
two kinds of imperfect inspection probabilities: Consider a System whose
failure can be detected only by inspection. However, two kinds of imperfect
inspections are possible; (i) the System may be regarded as failure even if it
is normally operating due to imperfect inspection (error of the first kind);
(ii) the System may be incapable of detecting its failure due to imperfect
inspection (error of the second kind). We assume that the two kinds of
imperfect inspection probabilities above are given. For this model, we obtain
the structure of the optimum inspection policy, and discuss the optimum
policy minimizing the total expected cost up to the détection of the failure.
We present the numerical examples.
3.1. Model and assumptions
À one-unit system is considered. The new System begins operating at time
0, and the planning horizon is infinité. The failure time for the system itself
obeys an exponential distribution with the cumulative distribution function;

F(i;)=l-exp(-JliO;
vol. 22, n° 4, 1988
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The system failure is revealed only by inspection made at inspection times
tk(fc = l, 2, 3, ...), and each inspection is made instantaneously. Since each
inspection is made imperfectly; (i) the system may be regarded as failure even
if it is normally operating, with probability a; (ii) the system may be incapable
of detecting its failure due to imperfect inspection, with probability b; where
a 4- b < 1 since these probabilities are relatively small. The policy ends when
the inspection indicates the system is failed irrespective of the actual state of
the system, and the system does not make any repair or replacement.
The costs considered hère are; a cost kr per unit time that is suffered for
residual lifetime when the system is indicated to be failed whereas the system
is normally operating; and costs cc and kf> those are as same as ones in
Barlow et aVs model in Section 1.
3.2. Structure of optimum inspection policy
We define the following:
time t
the time when the inspection is executed;
time t — the time immediately bef ore the inspection is executed;
time t + the time immediately af ter the inspection is executed;
p(v)
the conditional probability that the system is in the failure state
at time t?, given that the failure has not been revealed between
the time interval [0, v\
Then, we clearly have the following relationships among p(0\ p(t~) and
THEOREM (3.2): We have the following relationships among the conditional
probability p (v);

p(0)=0;

(3.3)

P(0)<p(t+ï

(3.4)

and
p(t-)>p(t

+ ).

(3.5)

Thus, we can obtain the structure of the optimum inspection policy? from
the properties of the conditional probability p (v):
Structure of optimum inspection policy: Optimum inspection times are the
following;
t^x;

(3.6)
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(3.7)

where
x>y.

(3.8)

That is, the first inspection is executed after the time interval x, and after
that the inspections are executed with time interval y periodically.
3 3 . Optimum inspection time intervals x and y
We obtain the optimum inspection time intervals x and y in the structure
of optimum inspection policy. We apply, as a criterion of optimality, the
total expected cost from the beginning of the opération at time 0 to the
détection of the failure, and obtain the optimum intervals x and y which
minimize this total expected cost.
The following three expected costs are obtained: (i) The expected inspection
cost, from the beginning of the opération to the détection of the failure;
cc[e-%x/(l~-âe-Xy)

+ l/bl

(3.9)

(ii) The expected loss cost, suffered for the residual lifetime when the
system is indicated to be failed whereas the system is normally operating;

krae-%x[lfX-x~aâe-Xix+y)y/(l-âe-ly)2]/(l~âe-Xyy

(3.10)

(iii) The expected shortage cost, suffered for the system down from the
system failure to its détection;

(3.11)
the total expected cost from the beginning of the opération at time
0 to the détection of the failure is as follows;

C(x; y) = ce[e-KxKl-E

-li%\
vol 22, n° 4, 1988
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The optimum inspection time intervals x and y which minimize the total
expected cost in équation (3.12) are obtained as the solutions of the following
simultaneous équations;

] = 0; (3.13)

x[âe~~XyXy{{

-

= 0.

(3.14)

3.4. Remarks

For the probabilities a and b, it is stated that it may be that there is a
choice among available inspection methods, so that the probabilities a and b
could be controllable parameters (see Shahani and Crease [11]), where the
case that a^b even occurs. Also, in this model, if we put a = 0, then this
model becomes equivalent to the model discussed by Sengupta [9].
TABLE II

Optimum inspection time intervals x and y, and their minimal
expected cost C(x; y) (A, = 0.02, c c =10, fcr = 3, kf = 4 and 6 = 0.1).
a
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

15.11
20.04
24.53
27.78
30.42
32.67
34.67
36.48
38.19

y

C (x; y)

13.37
7.70
9.65
11.13
12.03
12.28
1L69
9.76
5.14

77.48
13.68
5.17
3.89
4.32
5.27
6.33
7.28
7,85

In Table II, we present the numerical examples of the optimum inspection
time intervals x and y, and their minimal expected cost C (x; y), as the
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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dependence of the probabiiity a where all the other parameters are fixed. We
have computed the numerical examples by implementing the software for
Personal computer GINO/PC (General INteractive Optimizer) to solve the
non-linear équations.

4 INSPECTION POLICY WITH IMPERFECT INSPECTION PROBABILITY
CHECKING TIME

AND

In this section, we discuss the inspection policy for the modified inspection
model with; (1) the imperfect inspection probabiiity that the System may be
incapable of detecting its failure due to imperfect inspection (see Section 3);
(2) the checking time, i. e., the time for an inspection. We obtain the nearly
optimum inspection policy which mimmizes the nearly total expected cost up
to the détection of the failure. Examples are presented for illustration.

4.1. Model and assumptions

The System may be incapable of detecting its failure due to imperfect
inspection, with probabiiity b, i. c , the failure may be detected with probabiiity
b5 where 0^fo<L Each inspection has the constant checking time Tc. Other
assumptions and notation used in this policy follow Barlow et aVs ones in
Section 1 and Kaio and Osaki's ones in Section 2.

4,2. Ànalysis and resuit
The following two expected costs are obtained: (i) The nearly expected
inspection cost up to the détection of the failure;
(4.1)

(ii) The nearly expected cost suffered for the System down from the failure
to its détection;
(4.2)
Jo
vol. 22, n° 4, 1988
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Thus, the nearly total expected cost from the beginning of the opération
at time 0 to the détection of the failure is;
n(t)F{l-Tc)dt
o

fTc.

(4.3)

We obtain the inspection density n(t) which minimizes the functional
Cm(n(t)). This is a problem of calculus of variations in which n(t) is the
unknown function. We obtain Euler's équation;
ccF(t-Tc)-kf(\

+b)f(t)j[2bn2(t))=0.

(4.4)

We solve équation (4.4) with respect to n(t);
\

(4.5)

where Kb = [(l+b)kf/(2bcc)]1/2.
The résultant n(t) in équation (4.5) also
satisfies the sufficient condition.
Substituting n(t) in euqation (4.5) into équation (2.3) yields the nearly
optimum inspection time séquence in a similar fashion of the procedure by
Kaio and Osaki in Section 2. We can easily use this resuit for practical
numerical computation.
4.3. Examples
4.3.1. Case with an exponential distribution
If the lifetime obeys the exponential distribution in équation (3.1), then we
obtain
]1/2

n (t) = Kb [X exp { Xmax (O,t-Tc)-Xt}

(4.6)

f
Thus, if t^Tc, then
w

l

(4.7)

That is, the interval between the inspections increases initially and is
constant after that.
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4.3.2. Case with a Weibull distribution
If the lifetime obeys the Weibull distribution;
F ( t ) = l - e x p (-ty);

t^O, y>0,

(4.8)

exp{(max(O, t-Tc)y-ty}]il2.

(4.9)

then,
W(t) = X,[yF-

1

Thus, from équation (2.3),
t;

Jo
fc = l , 2 , 3 , . . . ,

(4.10)

from which we can obtain the nearly optimum inspection policy. Case with
the exponential distribution is a special one of this example.
4.4. Remarks

The function n(t) in équation (4.5) gives the local minimum, strictly speaking. However, that n (t) gives a minimum, perhaps.
If we specify b = 0 and/or Tc = 0, then this model becomes equivalent to
the model discussed by Kaio and Osaki [4], respectively.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have summarized the inspection policies/models, i. e., we
have discussed: (1) Comparisons between optimum and nearly optimum
inspection policies: (2) Inspection policies for modified inspection models. In
Section 2, we have numerically compared the optimum inspection policy by
Barlow et al [1, 2] with nearly optimum ones by Kaio and Osaki [4], Munford
and Shahani [5], and Nakagawa and Yasui [8], and we have concluded that
there are not significant différences among the optimum and nearly optimum
inspection policies and we should apply a handy inspection policy such as by
Kaio and Osaki [4]. In Section 3, we have discussed the modified inspection
model taking account of the errors of the first and second kinds, and obtained
the optimum inspection policy minimizing the total expected cost up to the
détection of the failure. In Section 4, we have treated the second modified
inspection model taking account of the error of the second kind and the
vol. 22, n° 4, 1988
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checking time, and obtained the nearly optimum inspection policy minimizing
the nearly total expected cost up to the détection of the failure.
The inspection policy is one of the most important policies applicable in
the practical Systems, Thus, to widen state of this art is powerfully wished in
theoretical and/or practical aspects.
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